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The rotary fat-reducing mechanical wave is used to 
operate at 8-13MM deep into the skin, which interferes 
with the hot cells of the subcutaneous fat tissue, uses 
the heat to permanently destroy the subcutaneous 
fat, directly reduces the excess fat cells, and 
stimulates the contraction and increase of collagen. 
Thick, stimulate elastic fibers and destroy fat cells, 
while the surrounding important structures such as 
blood vessels and connected tissues are still intact.
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Product List

Product name Host Power cable Sticker Instruction Warranty card

1 1 2 1 1

Product Image

Quantity

Poduct：Smil body

Model no：H-028S

Power：AC110V~240V/50Hz~60Hz

Output power：24W

Frequency：4MHz

Depth:8mm~13mm

Machine size：68*68*198mm

Package dimension：525*343*432mm

weight：1.0kg

Product parameter

Instrument instruction

(Product top view）
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(1) The current energy intensity is displayed during operation. The maximum energy is 9 gears 
and the lowest is 1 gear. It can be adjusted according to the feeling during operation.
(2) The distance between the energy output point and the point does not need to be adjusted
(3) It will automatically record every operation, no need to adjust
(4) Depth control valve, respectively 8MM and 13MM depth, fat thickness below 20MM use 8MM 
depth operation, fat thickness over 20MM use 13MM depth operation
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(5) During operation, the energy intensity can be adjusted through the +-button
(6) Depth scale, the position of the small red line aligned with 8 represents the depth of 8MM, and 
the alignment 13 represents the depth of 13MM, which can be adjusted by rotating the (4) depth 
adjustment valve
(7) Operation display
(8) Power cord jack
(9) ON/OFF
(10) Head protective cover, after the operation is finished, the instrument head should be cleaned 
and used to avoid the abrasion and scratches caused by the head touching other objects.

Steps
1. Clean the operating part and apply the 
medium firming emulsion. The medium 
needs to be coated with a thickness of 
about 3mm, and it cannot be coated too 
thin. The head should also be coated with 
the medium, adjust the depth and energy, 
and start the operation.

step:1 step:2 step:3

2. During the operation, the head must be 
close to the skin. Do not operate in the air. 
Do not move the operating head during 
the energy output. After one shot is 
finished, move the distance 3-4 mm and 
operate the next one close to the edge of 
the previous shot. hair. （Close to the skin） （Doesn't stick to the skin）

a b
c d

One one

one

two3. Two shots cannot be operated 
continuously at the same position, and the 
operation can be repeated 3-5 times back 
and forth.
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4. The operation time of one part is 45-60 minutes
5. At the end of the operation, massage by hand to absorb the firming 
cream, then wipe it clean with a wet wipe

Attention: 
1. Because the body and facial fat distribution are different, the instrument 
cannot operate the face

2. The delivered compacting cream should be applied to the operation 
part or wrist for allergy test before operation. After 3 minutes of massage, 
wipe it off. After 5 minutes, there is no discomfort such as itching, red 
bumps and other allergic symptoms in the test area, you can use this 
product to operate , If you have symptoms such as itching, you need to 
replace other media. Note: It is normal for the firming cream to have a 
slight hot sensation after operation. Pay attention to the difference 
between mild hot and itchy.

Course of treatment: 
10 ~15 times are recommended as a course of treatment. Operate the first 
3 times a day, and operate it once in 3-5 days

Manipulation

Measurement shall  be made for 
the part to be operatd before the 
treatment.

01

Then the gem or special  scream 
shall be put on the body area to 
be operated .in the case of
abdominal operation,the first shot 
should be given from the positi on 
above the hipbone and then the 
follwwing shots should move 
towards the navel. 
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During the operation on the 
arm,the technique from dow to 
up can be applied .Besides,the 
operated are a should be cleand 
immediately after treatment
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The leg should be operated from
the outer side to the inner side 
and the operation width is about 
three lines as the picture.

04

Operation on hip shall be started 
from the thigh root and then 
moved upwards.The operation 
width is also about three lines as 
the picture.

05

In the case of side-waist 
operation,the probe should be 
placed on the upper side of the 
sacrum for preparation ,and then 
the operation is supposed to be 
started from the position about a 
fist away the pine.The operation 
width is also about three lines as 
the picture.

06
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Operation contraindications
(1). It is recommended to avoid areas with wounds or scars on the skin;
(2). Use hormonal drugs with caution;
(3). Prohibited for pregnant women, lactation and menstrual periods;
(4). Built-in metal pieces in the body (such as pacemakers, etc.)
(5). People who are extremely weak
(6). Within three months after the female wears the birth control ring
(8). Females cannot operate their abdomen within three months after normal delivery, and do not operate 
their abdomen within half a year after caesarean section
(9). Skin during allergy
(10). Severe diseases, such as heart disease, gastric ulcer, severe gastric disease, duodenal ulcer, high 
blood pressure, diabetes, etc.
(11). Medical plastic parts or parts and artificially filled substances need to consult a doctor first.

Instrument maintenance
1. The instrument must use a three-pronged plug with a grounding pin, and ensure that the power socket of the 
instrument is well grounded;
2. Ensure that the power supply is stable and adapted. If the local power supply voltage is unstable, it is 
recommended that the user add a regulated power supply with matching power;
3. The instrument should not be placed in a humid place or water source accessories, and the instrument should not 
be directly exposed to sunlight;
4. The instrument should not be too close to a strong heat source or a strong radiation source (sterilization cabinet, 
induction cooker, microwave oven, etc.), which will affect the normal use of the instrument;
5. The instrument must use the original qualified accessories provided by the manufacturer;
6. It is recommended to use the treatment supporting products provided by the manufacturer. If you use outsourcing 
products provided by non-manufacturers, you must first consult the manufacturer and obtain the manufacturer's 
consent before use. For outsourcing products, it is recommended to use related products from formal channels;
7. After each operation, the function handle and function head must be cleaned and disinfected and kept properly;
8. When the instrument is not in use, turn off the power, unplug the instrument, and place various accessories of the 
instrument. If possible, cover the instrument with a dust cover.

■ Precautions:
1. Do not take a bath within two hours after operation
2. Do not take a hot bath within 24 hours, use warm water not exceeding 40 degrees
3. After the operation, keep drinking more than 2000ML of water every day, 4 bottles of regular 550-600ML mineral 
water
4. Light diet, eat less sweets, and not overeating
5. Regular work and rest, avoid drinking, staying up late, supper and other habits during operation
6. The instrument needs to add water once every 4-5 times of use, one part is added once, and pure water or mineral 
water is added, not tap water.

 Common faults and troubleshooting

Faults Trouble shooting

No react when turn on power

Head’s water leaking

To check if there is electricity in socket,change 
other socket to have a try.

Stop using it,change the plastic cover or return 
back the machine to the manufacturer.

Please note:
This machine is precision instrument and it is forbidden to be used in the humid environment such as 
bathroom .Please stop using it and return black to the manufacture once it gets into water.

 Warranty card
To users:
Thank you for your support and trust!
If Smil body is damaged due to manufacturing process or components within one year from the 
date of purchase, a free warranty is promised (note: man-made damage must be repaired 
individually)

Model No.:

Purchase date:

Client:

Phone No.:

Fault description

Warranty
-The warranty date within one year starts from the date 
of purchase;
-Please show proof of purchase or purchase record for 
warranty products;
-After the warranty date, repair and replacement parts 
will be charged at the price of replacement parts;
-In one of the following situations, free warranty is not 
implemented:
-The handle and body were dismantled during use, 
causing the instrument not to be used normally;
-Unable to provide the following proof or purchase 
record.

Warning sign Note:Do not use while 
bathing or showering.


